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 In addition to descriptions of the elements that impact costs, this edition covers labour law, material handling, and four-way pricing, as well as calculation basics and guidelines to ensure proper cost-estimating practices. Now available in new paperback and ebook formats, the book also contains a 30-day, no-questions-asked guarantee of accuracy. The 5th edition of Canadian Building Cost Index™
(CBCI®), a comprehensive market-based and industry-specific cost-estimating tool, is now available for 2017 and contains: * a new methodology for estimating Building Life Expectancy (BLE) * four new cost-per-square foot scenarios for estimating overhead costs * an update of the guidelines for estimating materials and overhead costs * updates to the categories and weights for estimating

materials * changes to the labour categories and weights * a new guideline for estimating the cost of labour * two new scenarios for estimating labour costs * an update of the categories and weights for estimating the total cost of construction * updates to the categories and weights for estimating total construction costs * updates to the guidelines for estimating indirect costs * a new guideline for
estimating indirect construction costs * updates to the categories and weights for estimating indirect construction costs * updates to the guidelines for estimating material and labour * updates to the categories and weights for estimating overhead costs * changes to the categories for estimating indirect costs * updates to the guidelines for estimating overhead costs * updates to the categories for

estimating indirect costs The fifth edition of the Canadian Building Cost Index: 2017 (CBCI 2017), released in September, 2017, now contains: * updates to the guidelines for estimating materials and overhead costs * changes to the categories and weights for estimating materials * updates to the labour categories and weights * an update of the categories and weights for estimating total construction
costs * a new guideline for 82157476af
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